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KUWAIT: Kuwait Automotive Imports Co (Al-
Shaya & Al-Sagar) the official dealers of Royal
Enfield in Kuwait organized a gathering for their
Royal Enfield riders in the presence of the senior
management in order to build transparent and
comfortable customer relationship.

The event was organized at Starbucks, Al-
Bidaa Branch which is a famous Pit Stop for the
riders with the perfect ambience in Kuwait. The
riders were offered refreshments on the house
from the cafe as well while having intense conver-
sations on their rides and the modes they had
done to personalize them.

The motorcycles which were seen in the event
include the Re TWINS (Continental GT 650 &
the Interceptor 650), the Himalayan and the leg-
endary Classic 500 & 350. KAICO had also
brought in the Cafe Racer Continental GT 535cc
to be available as a test drive during the event for
the riders. These events are organized instead of
having display bikes in locations which the brand
promotes, with which Royal Enfield has redefined
adventure touring in India and across the world. 

Ashish Tandon, general manager, KAICO, who
is a passionate biker himself added to the enthu-
siasm in the event by personally checking out the

modifications done by the riders and had also
proposed the availability of the accessories to be
available at the dealership to Muneer Mohammed
(parts manager) who was present in the event as
well. Mohammed Abou El-Aun, senior executive
manager - After Sales, and Ahmed Zaki also
engaged themselves in communicating with the
riders, addressed their issues and challenges and
welcomed them for a checkup of their motorcy-
cles at the dealership.

Nader K Salmeh, senior executive manager -
Vehicle Sales Group, also indicated the availabili-
ty of the famous Royal Enfield Himalayan which
retains the original versatility and vigor of the
motorcycle, and makes the ride experience more
engaging and lets the rider have fun when riding
off-road as well as on road. The purpose-built
motorcycle is an absolutely versatile and truly
off-road capable motorcycle.

The Cafe Racer Continental GT 535cc which
was the test drive star of the event is available at
a special discounted price of just KD 1450. The
fun motorcycle with exhilarating acceleration
comes in three exciting colors comprising of
British Green with Brown Leather Seats, GT Red
& Mark Three Black.

The classic retro styled single-seater is a perfect
ride to make your spare time fun time for a quick
ride. Go get a test drive of the Cafe Racer which is
available for a test drive as well at the dealership.
This motorcycle exaggerates the feel of riding with
the natural two stroke vibration and proves the tag
line of ‘Royal Enfield - Made like a Gun.’

The new Royal Enfield Himalayan will be avail-
able in three colors, including two dual tone col-
ors, inspired from the varied terrains that our rid-
ers ride on during their journeys. The motorcycle
comes with a three-year warranty and will be
available across all Royal Enfield stores in India
starting at KD 1,800. Inspired by the newly
launched motorcycle, Royal Enfield will also bring
in a new range of apparel. The collection also has
a lifestyle apparel range, consisting of a light-
weight jersey with armor pockets on shoulders
and elbows and a curated range of T-shirts,
sweatshirts and headgears. These will be available
at Royal Enfield showroom.

The oldest motorcycle brand in continuous
production, Royal Enfield made its first motor-
cycle  in  1901 . A div is ion of  Eicher  Motors
Limited, Royal Enfield has created the mid-sized
motorcycle segment in India with its unique and

distinctive modern classic bikes. With its new
manufacturing base in Chennai, India, Royal
Enfield is able to grow its production rapidly
against a surge in demand for its motorcycles.
With more than 40 percent compounded annual
growth rate over the last eight years, Royal
Enfield is fast becoming a very important player
in the global mid-size motorcycle market and is
working towards re-inventing this space with
motorcycles that are evocative and engaging
and great fun to ride.

COVID condemns 
billions to poverty 
for a decade: Oxfam
PARIS: The COVID-19 crisis is aggravating inequality,
with the richest quickly getting richer while it will likely
take years for the world’s poorest to recover, anti-
poverty group Oxfam said yesterday. In a report enti-
tled “The inequality virus”, the group warned that the
pandemic is the first time since records began that
inequality is rising in virtually every country at the
same time. “The 1,000 richest people on the planet
recouped their COVID-19 losses within just nine
months, but it could take more than a decade for the
world’s poorest to recover,” said the Oxfam report.

Oxfam also highlighted the fact that the impact of
the virus is also being felt unevenly, with ethnic minori-
ties in certain countries dying at higher rates and
women being overrepresented in the sectors of the
economy that are hardest hit by the pandemic. —AFP

Adventure touring and city riding to get more exciting and engaging now

KAICO - Al-Shaya & Al-Sagar and RE 
riders meet at Starbucks, Al-Bidaa 

KUWAIT: Congratulations to Kuwait
College of Science and Technology
Team: Abdulrahman Serhan, Zainab
Abolhassan and Yasmeen Burezq for

winning the Best User Experience
Award in the Huawei ICT Competition
Middle East 2020, supervised by Tareq
Al-Zayyat. The Huawei ICT Innovation

competition is focused on Artificial
intelligence and big data, and it was for
Middle East countries. The objective of
it is to create valuable and meaningful

products and solutions by using Huawei
latest AI technology. The competition
was held online between 9 countries, 12
teams from different regions.”

Huawei innovation competition ME

Philips sees 
‘uncertainty’ 
due to COVID
THE HAGUE: Dutch electronics giant Philips said
yesterday it saw “uncertainty” this year due to the
coronavirus pandemic, as net profit for 2020 rose 1.9
percent. The company, now focused on healthcare
after decades as a key home appliances and lighting
player, had sales of 19.5 billion euros ($23.7 billion) in
2020, up 0.27 percent on 2019.

“Looking ahead, we continue to see uncertainty
related to the impact of Covid-19 across the world,”
Philips chief executive Frans van Houten said in a
statement. “For 2021, Philips plans to deliver low-
single-digit comparable sales growth, driven by sol-
id growth in diagnosis and treatment and personal
health.” Philips said net income in the fourth quarter
of 2020 rose 9.17 percent year-on-year to 607 mil-
lion euros. The firm signed deals with 25 hospitals in
the United States, Europe and Asia in the final quar-
ter and expanded remote “telehealth” services for
consumers at home, it said.

Total 2020 net profit hit 1.19 billion euros com-
pared to 1.17 billion euros in 2019.

Van Houten said Philips’s performance was
“resilient” because of a “stronger performance in
the second half of the year, following a challenging
first half due to the impact of Covid-19.”

In December Philips said it was buying US
remote cardiac monitoring firm BioTelemetry for
$2.8 billion (2.3 billion euros). Philips said in January
2020 that it would sell off its home appliance arm
over the coming year-and-a-half to fully concentrate
on health sector products. —AFP

COPENHAGEN: The Russian ship tasked with
completing the controversial Nord Stream 2 gas
pipeline has begun work in waters off Denmark,
the company said on Sunday.

The pipe-laying vessel “Fortuna”, owned by
the Russian company KVT-RUS, had earlier
been located, by marine tracing apps, some 28
kilometers (18 miles) south of the Danish island
of Bornholm.

Several Russian support vessels were also in
the immediate vicinity, according to the
Vesselfinder and MarineTraffic applications. “The
laybarge Fortuna has started works in the con-
struction corridor in the Danish EEZ (Exclusive
Economic Zone), ahead of the resumption of the
Nord Stream 2 construction,” the Nord Stream 2
company said in a statement.

“All works are performed in line with relevant
permits,” the company added. It is in this area, just
outside Danish territorial waters but in the
Scandinavian country’s exclusive economic zone,
that the “Danish” sector of the pipeline passes,
according to plans released by Nord Stream,
which is majority owned by Russian gas giant
Gazprom. Nord Stream 2 is a 10-billion-euro ($11-
billion) pipeline that will run beneath the Baltic
Sea and is set to double Russian natural-gas ship-
ments to Germany, Europe’s largest economy.

It has long been in the crosshairs of the United
States, particularly by the former Trump adminis-
tration which promoted US gas and openly criti-
cized European countries for their reliance on
energy from Russia.  Poland, Ukraine and the
Baltic states are also fiercely opposed to the
pipeline, fearing it will increase Europe’s reliance
on Russian energy, which Moscow could then use
to exert political pressure. 

The European Parliament on Friday passed a
non-binding resolution urging Brussels to block
to completion of the 1,200 kilometer-long
pipeline. Work on the massive project resumed

in German waters in December after being sus-
pended for nearly a year because of the threat of
US sanctions.

Danish authorities had authorized Nord Stream
to carry out works in its waters from January 15.

But the company had spoken of a “preparato-
ry” phase in the operation, amid uncertainties
over US policy during the transition between
Donald Trump and President Joe Biden, who
took office this month. Last week, German offi-
cials said that the United States will place sanc-

tions on the “Fortuna”.
Signed off by then president Trump in late

2019, the sanction measures threaten asset freezes
and visa restrictions for companies involved in the
construction. The pipeline is almost complete, with
most of the remaining pipe-laying work to be
done in the waters off Denmark.

Nord Stream 2 is in fact two parallel pipelines.
According to Denmark’s energy authority, 69.2
kilometers remains to be laid on one pipeline and
49.6 kilometers on the other.  —AFP

Russia Nord Stream 2 pipe-laying 
ship begins work off Denmark

The Castoro 10 pipeline vessel lays concrete-coated pipe for the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline onto the
seabed of the Baltic Sea on near Lubmin, Germany.


